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We present the first observation of spatiospectral control and localization of supercontinuum light
through the nonlinear interaction of spectral components in extended periodic structures. We use an array
of optical waveguides in a LiNbO3 crystal and employ the interplay between diffraction and nonlinearity
to dynamically control the output spectrum of the supercontinuum radiation. This effect presents an
efficient scheme for optically tunable spectral filtering of supercontinua.
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The generation of supercontinuum radiation is one of the
most fascinating examples of extreme nonlinear processes
where many colors of light are created from a narrow-band
source [1–3]. Supercontinuum generation has found vari-
ous applications in diverse fields of physics, including
optical frequency metrology [4], spectroscopy [5], tomog-
raphy [6], and optical characterization of photonic band
gap materials [7]. Supercontinuum radiation differs signif-
icantly from the light emitted by incoherent light sources,
combining high spatial coherence and spectral brightness.
Furthermore, its high peak intensity and average power
enables strong light-matter interactions in the nonlinear
regime [8].

A lot of effort in recent years has been concentrated on
the manipulation of temporal and spectral characteristics
of supercontinuum generation in photonic crystal fibers
(PCFs) [2]. PCFs allow for engineering of the spectral
dispersion and confinement of light through the underlying
periodicity of their structure. Periodic photonic structures
also find applications for spatial beam control; however,
their use is primarily optimized for beam shaping and
deflection in a narrow-frequency range. Since the Bragg
scattering in a periodic structure is dependent on the
propagation direction and light wavelength, polychromatic
beams will become spectrally separated inside the struc-
ture. This opens an intriguing physical problem of how to
manipulate broadband beams in periodic structures. Fur-
thermore, various applications would benefit from the
ability to sort the ultrawide spectrum into individual spatial
channels and perform dynamic modification of the super-
continuum spectrum. In this Letter, we demonstrate novel
possibilities for all-optical spatial switching with simulta-
neous spectral reshaping and localization of supercontin-
uum light beams. We achieve this goal by employing the
nonlinear interactions of multiple colors in an array of
optical waveguides. We find that an interplay of wave
scattering from a periodic structure and nonlinear self-
action allows one to separate selectively or combine differ-

ent spectral components. Additional flexibility is imple-
mented through interaction with induced defects, where
small refractive-index changes lead to strong beam reshap-
ing and spectral filtering.

In our experiments, we use the supercontinuum light
generated by femtosecond laser pulses (140 fs at 800 nm
from a Ti:Sapphire oscillator) coupled into 1.5 m of highly
nonlinear photonic-crystal fiber (Crystal Fiber NL-2.0-740
with engineered zero dispersion at 740 nm). The spectrally
narrow pump pulses are converted into the broad super-
continuum spectrum through several processes [1–3], in-
cluding self-phase modulation, soliton formation due to the
interplay between anomalous dispersion and Kerr nonline-
arity, soliton breakup due to higher order dispersion, and
Raman shifting of the solitons, leading to nonsolitonic
radiation in the short-wavelength range. The spectrum of
the generated supercontinuum measured by a fiber spec-
trometer is shown in Fig. 1(a), and it spans over the range
of 450–850 nm. After recollimation, the supercontinuum
beam is attenuated by neutral-density filters to control its
total power while preserving its spectrum. The beam is
then refocused by a microscope objective (� 20) to a

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Spectrum of the generated super-
continuum radiation. (b) Schematic of the experiment illustrating
the dispersion of the colors inside the array of optical wave-
guides.
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single channel of a waveguide array [Fig. 1(b)]. The optical
waveguides are fabricated by indiffusion of a 100 Å thin
layer of Titanium in a X-cut, 50 mm long monocrystal
lithium niobate wafer [9]. The waveguides are spaced at a
period of d � 19 �m and are single moded for all super-
continuum spectral components. An important property of
the LiNbO3 crystal is that high laser powers induce non-
linear change of the optical refractive index due to photo-
refraction [10,11]. The photovoltaic nonlinearity [12] is of
defocusing type, meaning that an increase of the light
intensity leads to a decrease in the material refractive
index. The output of the array is imaged by a microscope
objective (� 5) onto a color CCD camera, where a dis-
persive 60� (glass SF-11) prism could be inserted between
the imaging objective and the camera to resolve all super-
continuum spectral components.

When the light propagates in the array, it couples be-
tween the neighboring waveguides experiencing discrete
diffraction [13–15]. In sharp contrast to the diffraction in
bulk materials, the process of discrete diffraction results in
most of the light being directed into the wings of the beam.
The light couples from one waveguide to another due to the
spatial overlaps of the waveguide modes. Since the mode
profile and confinement depend on the wavelength, the
discrete diffraction exhibits strong spectral dispersion.
The mode overlap at neighboring waveguides is much
stronger for redshifted components, which therefore dif-
fract faster than their blue counterparts. This leads to
spatial redistribution of the colors of the supercontinuum
radiation, and the red and blue components are transversely
separated at the output. To gain deeper insight into the
output spectral characteristics, we separate the individual
colors in the vertical direction by a prism, see Fig. 2(a).
This spectrally resolved discrete diffraction of the super-
continuum beam allows for the precise determination of
the linear parameters of the periodic structure, realizing a
natural application of the supercontinuum light for single
shot characterization of periodic structures and photonic
crystals [16].

The spectrally resolved diffraction patterns allows one to
determine the dispersion of the coupling between the indi-
vidual waveguides of the array [17,18], characterized by
the coupling coefficient, C � �=�2Lc�, where Lc is the
characteristic distance for the light to couple from one
waveguide to another. The evaluated wavelength depen-
dence of C in our experiments is presented in Fig. 2(b)
(circles) together with the corresponding polynomial fit to
the experimental data (solid line). The measured wave-
guide coupling is a monotonically increasing function of
the wavelength with approximately 10 times difference for
both ends of the supercontinuum spectrum. Knowing the
characteristic parameters of the periodic structure, we can
simulate the spectral field distribution inside the array by
solving a set of equations for the spatial beam envelopes
Am�x; z� of different frequency components at vacuum
wavelengths �m, i@Am=@z� �m�4�n0�

�1@2Am=@x
2 �

2���1
m �n�x;�m�Am � 0, where x and z are the transverse

and longitudinal coordinates, respectively, and n0 � 2:3 is
the average refractive index. We note that the dominant
dispersion contribution comes from the geometric disper-
sion. Therefore, the value of n0 can be taken as constant for
the whole spectral range, while the effective refractive-
index modulation �n�x;�m� exhibits significant disper-
sion. For the fabricated waveguide arrays away from the
boundaries, the modulation can be accurately described as
�n�x;�� � �nmax���cos2��x=d�, where the wavelength
dependence of the effective modulation depth �nmax���
is calculated by matching the experimentally measured
waveguide coupling, as shown in Fig. 2(b). Numerical
simulation of supercontinuum light diffraction in the wave-
guide array shows that the spectral components progres-
sively become spatially separated along the propagation
distance, see Fig. 2(c).

An important task for manipulation of broadband optical
signals is the ability to tune the spectral transmission in the
spatial domain. Here, we propose and demonstrate a novel
approach to flexible spatial-spectral control of supercon-
tinuum radiation realized through the effect of nonlinear

FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Spectrally resolved diffraction of the supercontinuum radiation (low input power of 17 �W). Bottom:
output color intensity profile. (b) Measured wavelength dispersion of the waveguide coupling (circles), corresponding fit to the
experimental data (solid line), and estimated dispersion of the refractive-index modulation (indicated by arrows). (c) Numerically
calculated propagation of the supercontinuum inside the sample. In simulations, the input spatial profiles of all spectral components
have Gaussian shape with full width at half-maximum of peak intensity (FWHM) of 7:5 �m.
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interaction and selective self-trapping of spectral compo-
nents inside the individual channels of the array. As the
supercontinuum radiation has high averaged intensity due
to its high spatial coherence and small beam size down to a
single waveguide of the array, it can change the material
refractive index due to the photorefractive response of the
LiNbO3 crystal. The optically-induced refractive-index
change is defined by the time-averaged light intensity of
different spectral components [19,20] due to the slow time
response of the photorefractive nonlinearity. As a result,
the total spectral power distribution is preserved, allowing
one to perform spatial switching and reshaping of poly-
chromatic signals without generating or depleting different
spectral regions as in the process of four-wave mixing. This
provides a fundamentally different regime compared to
dynamics of light with supercontinuum spectrum in multi-
core photonic-crystal fibers with fast nonlinear response
[21,22], where nonlinearly-induced spatial mode reshaping
is inherently accompanied by the spectral transformations.

We observe that as the laser power is increased, the beam
begins to localize, bringing more and more wavelength
components into the central waveguide. This process is
characterized by a threshold wavelength. Spectral
components below this threshold are trapped in the central
waveguide, while longer wavelength components are de-
localized. A representative example is shown in Fig. 3(a),
where all spectral components below 600 nm are trapped to
a single waveguide for supercontinuum power of 7.5 mW.
Whereas a defocusing nonlinearity would result in accel-
erated beam spreading in bulk nonlinear media, it can
support beam localization and formation of monochro-
matic [9,23–27] and polychromatic [28] spatial gap sol-
itons. This is the case as the defocusing nonlinearity can
balance the anomalous beam diffraction appearing due to
Bragg scattering from the periodic waveguide array, rep-
resenting a different physical picture compared to the
theoretically studied white-light solitons in lattices sup-
ported by focusing nonlinear response [29].

The important characteristic of this localization process
is that it combines all wavelength components of the super-

continuum spectrum, and therefore the wavelength depen-
dent spatial waveguide dispersion is strongly suppressed in
the nonlinear regime. This is illustrated in Fig. 3(b), which
shows the amount of spectral power trapped into the central
waveguide for five different wavelengths. Our result dem-
onstrates that the localization happens at lowest powers for
the blue spectral components (470 nm), which experience
weakest diffraction. The threshold localization power is
higher at longer wavelengths (500, 580, 645, and 780 nm)
as stronger nonlinearity is necessary to balance the
stronger diffraction at these wavelengths.

To achieve a better understanding of the localization
process inside the array, we model the nonlinear propaga-
tion and interaction of all spectral components, by includ-
ing a nonlinear spectral response into the refractive-index
modulation �n. We take the nonlinear detuning in the form
�nnl�x; z;�� � �M�1 PM

j�1 ���j�jAjj
2, which accounts

for photovoltaic defocusing nonlinearity [12,20] in the
regime of weak saturation, where � is the nonlinear coef-
ficient (� < 0 for defocusing nonlinearity). We approxi-
mate the photosensitivity dependence in LiNbO3 wave-
guides by a Gaussian function ���� � exp�� log�2����
�b�2=�2

w	 with � > �b � 400 nm and �w � 150 nm, and
choose the number of frequency components M � 50. The
results of the numerical simulations are shown in Fig. 3(c)
for a power of 7.5 mW, where the stationary beam self-
trapping is established after the first 10 mm of propagation
inside the sample. We also calculate the relative spectral
powers in the central waveguide and find good agreement
with the experimental results, see Fig. 3(b).

A specific characteristic of the localization process in
LiNbO3 is the nonlinear response time. It is inversely
proportional to the input laser power, and it can vary
from a few seconds to several minutes at low light inten-
sities [30]. The advantage of this slow response is that once
the refractive-index modulation is written, it can be pre-
served in the structure for a long period of time, provided
the sample is not exposed to strong light illumination [10].
This opens a novel possibility for dynamic writing of
defects with arbitrary geometry [11,31,32]. We demon-

FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Spectrally resolved localization of the supercontinuum inside the central waveguide at input power of
Pin � 7:5 mW. Bottom: output intensity distribution. (b) Measured (points) and calculated (lines) relative spectral power in the central
waveguide as a function of the input power for five different spectral components, as indicated by labels. (c) Numerically calculated
nonlinear propagation at Pin ’ 7:5 mW. In simulations, dimensionless power P0 � M�1 PM

j�1

R
jAjj

2dx is normalized to 1 mW and
� ’ �1:28� 10�4.
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strate that defects can act as spectral filters for the super-
continuum light. In experiment, we generate a localized
supercontinuum state at power of 12 mW. Several hours
after switching off the writing beam, we probe the induced
defect with a low power supercontinuum beam. When the
light is injected into the waveguide adjacent to the defect
[Fig. 4(a)], we observe reflection of all spectral compo-
nents below a threshold wavelength value (approximately
800 nm in our case). On the other hand, spectral compo-
nents with longer wavelengths are transmitted to the left-
hand side of the defect. When the input beam is injected
into the second or third waveguide away from the defect,
we observe complex spectral reshaping of the output trans-
mission due to reflection of the supercontinuum from the
defect state. We note that the nonlinear refractive-index
modulation in the detuned waveguide is only of the order
of 10�4, but it is sufficient to modify significantly the
spectrum of the supercontinuum radiation. This effect is
somehow similar to surface manipulation of the supercon-
tinuum light [33], but with the ability for reconfiguration
and tuning of the defect properties. Similar functionality
can also be implemented by electro-optic tuning of indi-
vidual waveguides of the array.

The spectral filtering by the defect can be approximately
described using the discrete model approach [15],
id n��m�=dz�C��m�� n�1��m�� n�1��m�	��

�1
m �n�

0, where  n��m� are the mode amplitudes at the waveguide
number n, and �n defines the effective strength of the
induced defect. For the defect induced at a single site,
j�nj 
 j�0j at n � 0. Then, the power transmission
through the defect is limited from above by T��m� � f1�
�2

0�2C��m��m	
�2g�1. Since the coupling C��� increases at

longer wavelengths, the transmission coefficient T���
grows monotonously, providing a mechanism for selective
reflection of spectral components where the cutoff wave-
length can be tuned by adjusting the defect strength.

In conclusion, we have presented the first observation of
all optically tunable spatiospectral reshaping of supercon-
tinuum light in nonlinear periodic photonic structures. We
demonstrated that spatially separated spectral components
can be trapped together by nonlinearity induced index

change in the material, with a wavelength threshold pro-
portional to the total beam power. We also expect that the
demonstrated effects can be useful for nonlinear control of
wavelength dispersion of ultrabroad spectrum pulses, of-
fering additional functionality for dispersion compensation
in fiber lasers.
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FIG. 4 (color online). Reflection and tunneling of spectral
components from an optically-induced defect. The array is
probed (a) next to the defect; (b) one waveguide away; (c) two
waveguides away.
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